
COMPONENTS OF A MICRO ENVIRONMENT ANALYSIS

Hence, it is also known as the task environment. It is important for an organization to monitor and analyze all the
elements of its micro environment like.

List the important elements of the micro environment of an organization. Competitors: The competitive
environment consists of certain basic things which every firm has to take note of. A recent example of this is
the environment and how many sectors are being forced to review their products and services in order to
become more environmentally friendly. It could be the difference between success and failure. A supplier's
behaviour will directly impact the business it supplies. However, they may not give the same concessions to
small companies. This means they get a say in the running of a company. Organizations depend on many
suppliers for equipment, raw material, etc. How useful was this post? Relationships with shareholders need to
be managed carefully as rapid short term increases in profit could detrimentally affect the long term success of
the business. Physical Environment The physical environment includes the natural environment in which the
business operates. Understanding the Competitors Every niche has different players fighting for the same spot.
In order to operate and stay in the market for long, one has to understand and analyze the marketing
environment and its components properly. But the following ones are usually found in almost all companies.
Marketing specialists, or marketers, develop and market messages to appeal to a company's individual
customers' needs. It is found in all durable product markets. Let us improve this post! It now thinks more in
terms of profitable sale rather than more sales volume for its sake. Click on a star to rate it! For example,
satisfied customers are a public that contribute to a marketing program through positive word of mouth. Any
negative coverage in the media can lead to huge losses for the company. The environment which is not
specific to a particular firm but can influence the working of all the business groups is known as Macro
Environment. Conclusion Businesses can not always control micro environment factors but they should
endeavour to manage them along with Macro Environment and Internal Environment factors. The
macro-environment can be divided into 6 parts. The business environment is one of the most dynamic aspects
of the business. How does their price and product differentiation impact you? If necessary, it may take
recourse to replacement of those who no longer perform at the expected level. Most customers are unaware of
the manufacturer of the products they buy since they approach retailers, departmental store, chain stores or
online stores for their purchases. If a business employs staff without motivation, skills or experience it will
affect customer service and ultimately sales. Any type of intermediary the company must take into active
consideration, the following aspects: i The company has also to constantly review the performance of both
middlemen and others helping its efforts periodically. It can adopt such a purchase policy which gives
bargaining power to the organisation. Competitors The name of the game in marketing is differentiation.
Create goodwill among public, help to get a favourable response for a company. Macro Environment The
macro component of the marketing environment is also known as the broad environment. When organizations
are involved in the same business activity, they compete for both resources and markets. For example, a
husband might purchase a product for his wife. Market intermediaries include parties involved in distributing
the product or service of the organisation. This type of competition is called brand competition.


